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An Analysis of the North
Korean Nodong Missile
David c. WrightO and Timur Kadyshevb
In this paper,we analyze the North KDreanmissile program based on publicly available information and a technical understanding of missile systems.In particular, we
present models for the 1,000kilometer-range Nodongmissile and a 1,300kilometerrange variant, both basedon Scud technology.Thesemodelsare single-stagemissiles
with four clustered Scud-enginesand would have a circular error probable (CEP) of
two to four kilometers or larger. We concludethat a 1,000kilometer-rangemissile with
a one tonne payloadcouldbe built using Scudtechnology.Moreover,it appearsfeasible
to extend the range to roughly 1,300kilometers (with the same payload)if the missile
body can be constructedout of high-strength aluminum rather than steel, although it
is unclear whether North Korea has such a capability. If both missiles are based on
Scud technology,their existencewould not imply a breakthrough in North Korean missile technology.Thesemissileswould then representessentiallythe longest-rangemissiles achievable without technically difficult steps such as multi-staging, suggesting
that future range increasesmay occurmore slowly than past increases,depending on
the level of technical assistanceNorth Korea can acquire. We look briefly at what
ranges could be achievedusing a two-stagemodel with Scudenginesand the difficulties a missile suchas the Nodongwould presentto endo-atmosphericmissile defenses.

INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1990s there have been an increasing number of reports that
North Korea is developing a 1,000 to 1,300 kilometer-range missile, called the
Nodong in western press reports. North Korea's missile program has generated international concern because of the country's proximity to South Korea
and Japan and its reported missile sales to Iran, Syria, and Libya. The significance of the Nodong missile program to several regions of the world becomes
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clear if one considersthe countries that becomepotential targets as the missile range increases to 1,000 kilometers and beyond.In particular, a missile
with a range of 1,300 kilometers would give North Korea the capability to
reach all of Japan, and Iran and Libya the capability to reach all of Israel.
At the sametime, the extraordinarily closednature of North Korean society has meant that little information is available about its missile program. In
particular, there is little information to inform the public debate over the
potential threats and policy options.
In this paper,we presenta technical analysis of the North Korean missile
program and show that based on publicly available information and a technical knowledgeof missile systemsit is possibleto sketcha reasonablyclear picture of the program and to draw some general conclusions about possible
future developments.In particular, we present a model of the Nodongmissile
and considerthe difficulties of producing the Nodong and longer-range missiles.
Our work is intended to answer the following questions. While North
Korea has built missiles modelled on the 300 kilometer-range SovietR-17/SSlc "Scud-B" missile,. are reports of the Nodong credible, i.e., given what is
known about its missile program, is North Korea capable of building a 1,000
kilometer-range missile?Is it possibleto do so using Scud technologyor would
the existence of such a missile indicate that North Korea has achieved the
capability to produce considerablymore sophisticated missiles, either on its
own or with help from abroad?The former might indicate that the Nodongis
approachingthe upper limit of what can be achieved without requiring the
developmentof more sophisticatedtechnology,suchas multi-staging, and that
as a result future increasesin missile range might occur relatively slowly. On
the other hand, the latter might suggestthat at least one such technological
barrier has beensurmounted and future increasesin range might occurrelatively more rapidly. How credible are reports that North Korea has extended
or will soonextend the range of the Nodongto 1,300kilometers? What might
be the next steps in a program to developmissiles with even greater range?
How effective might one expecttactical missile defensesto be against a missile
suchas the Nodong?
Our main conclusionsfollow largely from combininggeneral physical principles with an understanding of Scud technology;while we have drawn on
publicly reported information about the North Korean missile program, our
conclusionsare relatively insensitive to whether this information is correct in
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detail. The results draw heavily on calculations of the performanceof missiles
having a range of characteristics and structuresl and information about the
developmentof Sovietand Chinesemissiles (especiallythe SovietScud-B).
Our goal is to provide a better understanding of the North Korean missile
program and to presenta set of plausible, self-consistentestimatesofparameters for the Nodong missile. Since the available information on the North
Korean missile program is limited, the values of the parameters we present
are necessarily approximate, but are sufficient to answer some important
questions about the missile.

THEHISTORYOF THENORTHKOREAN MISSilE PROGRAM
Before analyzing the Nodongmissile, we briefly describethe evolution of the
North Korean missile program. This description will provide the basis for
understanding the technologyand knowledge base underlying the Nodong
program. (Table 1 summarizes our estimates of the parameters of North
Korea's missiles.)
DF-61 Program
From 1976to 1978 North Korea was involved in a Chinese program to design
a missile having a range of 600 kilometers with a payload of one metric tonne
(1,000kilograms). This project was suspendedafter its main supporters were
ousted from the Chinese government. The program built on the experience
Chinese missile designers had acquired during the 1960s and 1970s when
they designed missiles up through the DF-5/CSS-4.The proposed missile,
called the DF-61, was intended to incorporate storable liquid fuel with high
pressureturbo-pumps and inertial guidance.2
NKScud Mod-A
Following the suspension of the DF-61 program, North Korea's next step
toward developingballistic missiles was acquiring Soviet Scud-B missiles.3
After reverse-engineeringthe Scud-B it reportedly began flight testing an
indigenouslyproducedversion in 1984,which we refer to as the NKScud ModAt,4 Like the Soviet Scud-B,the Mod-Ais reported to have a range of 280 to
t
We use "NKScud- to refer to North Korean missiles and distinguish them from
Soviet missiles. The terms "Mod-A, Mod-B, etc. will refer only to North Korean missiles.
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Table 1: Approximate
values of the parameters
describing the missiles North
Korea Is believed to have built or currently has under development.
The entries
are estimates derived from publicly available
data as described
in the text.
Parameter

Mod-A

Mod-B

Mod-C

Nodong

Extendedrange

First flight test

1984

1985 (?)

1990

1993 (?)

Length(m)

11.25

11.25

12.55

15.5

15.5

(m)

0.88

0.88

0.88

1.3

1.3

Range (km)/
payload (kg)

300/
985

340/
985

500/
700

1,CX:X:>/1
,00)

1,300/1,00)

Dry booster mass (kg)

1.385

1,385

1,500

3,800.4,00)

2,800-3,CX:X:>

Propellant mass (kg)

4,CX:X:>

4,CX:X:>

5,CX:X:>

Nodong

Diameter

16,000

-

16,CX:X:>

Fuel fraction

0.74

0.74

0.77

0.80-0.81

0.84-0.85

Specific Impulse (5)

230

240

240

240

240

70

70

87.5

70

70

129,000

134,00)

134,000

1

1

1

Burn time (s)
Thrust (N)
No. of engines

540,CX:X:>
4

540,000
4

300 kilometers with a one tonne payload. This missile was probably used to
gain experiencein producingmissiles but was not deployed.The missile was
almost certainly constructed using the same materials and design as the
Soviet Scud-B.The lower curve in figure 1 showsthe range versus payload for
a missile with the characteristics of the Soviet Scud-Bor the NKScud Mod-A
(appendixA gives the details of the Scud-Bmodel).

NKScud Mod-B
By 1985 North Korea reportedly began producing the Mod-B, an improved
version of the Mod-A. Following its war with Iraq, Iran apparently agreed in
the mid-1980sto finance the developmentof this missile in return for North
Korea supplying Iran with large numbers of the missile. Full-scale production
reportedly beganin 1986 to 1987 with the first 100 missiles being transferred
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Figure 1: Range-payload curves for a missileassuminga dry booster mass of 1,385kilograms,
propellant massof 4,00) kilograms, burn time of 70 seconds,and a specific impulse (I~ of 230
and 240seconds. Fora one tonne payload, these curves show ranges of roughly 300 and 340
kilometers,respectively,for these two values of specific impulse.We identify the model with Isp
= 230 seconds with the SovietScud-Band the NKScudMod-A, and the model with Isp= 240
seconds with the NKScudMod-B.

to Iran in the fall of 1987.5
The Mod-Bis reported to have a range of 320 to 340 kilometers with a one
tonne payload-15 percent greater (about40 kilometers) than the Mod-A-as
a result of "minor modifications."SThe most probable ways to achieve this
increase would be to decreasethe structural weight of the missile, to use a
more energeticpropellant, and/or to improve the engine to provide higher specific impulse by, for example, increasingthe temperature and pressure of the
combustionchamber.While it is possible that the North Koreans increased
the size of the fuel tanks to carry more propellant, it seemsmore likely, given
the modestrangeincrease, that they would simply have usedthe samemissile
bodyproducedfor the Mod-A.

Figure 1 shows that with no other changesin the missile, a 40 kilometer
range increase would require a decreasein payload of more than 150 kilograms. Alternatively, the payload could be maintained at one tonne if the
structural weight of the missile were decreasedby this amount. Modernizing
and miniaturizing the guidance systemand using light-weight componentsin
the engine and fuel pump might lead to some weight savings, but probably
less than 150 kilograms. Another possibility, that they usedhigh-strength aluminum for the missile bodyinstead of steel, is unlikely since it would probably
reducethe weight by 350 to 400 kilograms, which would lead to a considerably
longer range.6
The most likely explanation for the range increase of the Mod-B over the
Mod-Ais improvements to the rocket engine that increasethe specificimpulse
(possiblyin addition to reductionsin the mass of the missile). Figure 1 shows
that increasing the specific impulse from 230 to 240 secondswould give
roughly a 40 kilometer increasein range with no changein the missile mass.
We will seethat a value of 240 secondsappearsto be consistentwith the models of the other North Korean missiles given below. Such a four percent
increase in specificimpulse appearsachievable,especiallysince North Korea
is believed to have receivedassistanceon engine design and production from
China after Chinesemissile engineershad considerableexperiencein producing missiles.7For example, North Korea could have upgraded the engines by
using high-pressure turbo pumps similar to those the Chinesehad developed
for their DF-series missiles. Increasing the pressure and the temperature in
the combustionchamber by a small amount would lead to an increase in specific impulse of the required magnitude.s
The circular error probable (CEP) of the Soviet Scud-Band NKScud ModB is reported to be 450 to 1,000meters at a range of 300 kilometers.9

NKScud Mod-C
An obvious way to increasethe range of the Mod-B is to lengthen the missile
to carry more fuel, which is almost certainly what North Korea did to produce
a longer-range version, called the Mod-C. This method was used by Iraq to
producethe aI-Husseinmissile that it used against Iran during the War of the
Cities and against Israel and Saudi Arabia during the Persian Gulf War.l0
North Korean engineerswere probablyfamiliar with the details of this missile
since Iran is reported to have given North Korea accessto aI-Husseinwreckage from its war with Iraq.5 North Korean production of the Mod-C probably
began during 1989 with the first known test launch in June 1990. North Korea
reportedly began selling Mod-Csto Iran and Syria in 1991.11
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Figure 2: Range-payload curves for a missile with a dry booster mass of 1.500 kilograms. propellant mass of 5.00) kilograms. burn time of 87.5 seconds, and a specific impulse (Isp) of 230
and 240 seconds. For lop= 240 seconds this model gives a range of 500 kilometers for a 700
kilogram payload and we identify it with the NKScud Mod-C.

Figure 2 showsthe range-payloadcurves for a modelof the Mod-C missile
that carries 25 percent more fuel than the Mod-B. (This model assumesthe
same technologyas the modelused fQrfigure 1; details are given in appendix
A.) The range of the Mod-Cis given as 500 to 600 kilometers with a 600 to 700
kilogram payload.12The figure showsthat this range-payloadcapability corresponds well to a model of the Mod-C that uses a specific impulse of 240
seconds,which is the value also suggestedby our modelof the Mod-B.
The estimated accuracy of the Mod-C dependson what assumptions are
made about its reentry. If the missile remains intact during reentry its accuracy will be considerablybetter than if the body separatesfrom the warhead,
as was seen to happen frequently with aI-Hussein missiles during the Gulf
War. Assuming it has an adequatestatic margin, an intact missile will lead to
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increased accuracy since it will help keep the warhead aligned with the airflow rather than tumbling and will increase the weight and thus the speed of
the warhead so that deflecting forces have less time to act. Assuming a ~EP of
750 meters for the Mod-B we estimate a CEP of roughly 1,000 meters for an
intact Mod-C and 1,300 to 2,600 meters for a separated warhead (see appendix
B for details). The latter estimate assumes that the warhead is fairly stable
during reentry; if instead it tumbles or spirals significantly the CEP could be
considerably larger. 13
Building a missile with range significantly greater than that of the Mod-C
requires substantial redesigning. Even increasing the amount of fuel to 50
percent more than that of the Mod-B (while continuing to use a single Scud
engine)14 would give a range of about 550 kilometers for a 700 kilogram payload-a range increase of only 10 percent over the Mod-C. Reducing the structural weight of the missile by using aluminum rather than steel for the body
would not produce a missile capable of flying 1,000 kilometers with a one
tonne payload without a new, higher thrust engine.15
We argue below that if North Korea has built a substantially more capable
missile it is most likely based on Scud technology and materials but uses a
cluster of four Scud engines to increase the thrust. Such a configuration would
be relatively straightforward to achieve given North Korea's existing missile
program, but it would represent essentially the upper limit of what could be
achieved without developing a more powerful engine or new technical capabilities, such as multi-staging.

THE NODONG MISSILE
The Nodong missile:!: has been widely reported in the press as a new missile
being developed by North Korea with an estimated range of at least 1,000 kilometers and capable of carrying chemical or nuclear warheads. It gained prominence in June 1993 after reports that North Korea had test flown the new
missile in late May.
Development of the Nodong is believed to have started in 1988 to 1989 and
was conducted in parallel with that of the Mod-C.16 A number of countries
have apparently shown interest in the missile. There are reports that Libya is
* The Westerndesignationof the missile is "Nodong"or "No Dong" after the name of
the city where it was first observed.The transliteration of the North Korean name is
not unique and also appears as "Rodong,"A number of sources refer to it as the
"Nodong-l." Becauseof its characterizationas a modified Scud,it is referred to as the
Mod-D in somesources.
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funding the developmentand will purchase the completedmissiles and that
North Korea will help it set up a production facility.17There are also reports
that Iran is helping to fund the developmentof the missile18and has negotiated to receive 150 Nodongs,19possibly in return for oil shipments.20One
report states that Syria may be the first country to receivethe Nodongonceit
is operational.21Pakistani officials are also reported to have visited North
Korea in 1992 to discussthe missile.22As mentioned above, North Korea is
reported to have sold Mod-C missiles to both Iran and Syria.
A defector from the North Korean military claims that in the late 1980s,
North Korea began constructing four underground bases (two of which are
complete) for launching long-range missiles against U.S. military bases in
Japan and Guam.23

The May 1993 Flight Test

There are conflicting reports about attempted flight tests of the Nodongprior
to the May 1993 test.24In the May test, North Korea launched four missiles
on 29 and 30 May, of which only one or possiblytwo were Nodongs,with the
remainder being Mod-Cs. All reports agree that the Nodongs flew only 500
kilometers or less.25The identification of some of the missiles as Nodongs
rather than Mod-Csis almost certainly basedon the size of the missile derived
from monitoring by U.S. intelligence. North Korea has admitted that it tested
a new missile but has not said whether the test was successful.26
The launch
site was given as Taepo-tongin Hwadae-kun, North Hamkyong Province, on
the east coast of North Korea,27and the missile was reportedly fired from a
mobile launcher.28
The tests were monitored by the U.S. and Japanesemilitary, and were
unusual for severalreasons.First, the missileswere launchedeastward across
the Sea of Japan toward Japan (seefigure 3) unlike previous tests of the ModC, which were launched to the south.5Second,the missiles did not send back
telemetry and North Korea did not announce,as is typically done, that it was
launching a missile into air spaceand sea lanes used by commercialplanes
and ships. Someanalysts have speculatedthat the tests were a demonstration
for potential buyers rather than a serious technicalevaluation.29
There are several indications that the 500 kilometer range of the flight
test was intentional and doesnot representa failure of the missile. First, the
missiles flew east toward Japan's Noto Peninsula. The Sea of Japan is only
750 kilometers wide at that point and is therefore too narrow for a full-range
test. Moreover,Japaneseplanesidentified two North Korean ships mooredfor
two days near the impact site of the tests, roughly 300 kilometers from the
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We present here the most likely structure for the Nodongmissile. Our proposed structure results from combining technical information on the Soviet
Scud-B, what little information has beenreported about the Nodongmissile,
and what can be inferred from the history of the North Korean missile program and the histories of the Soviet and Chinese missile programs. Understanding the Chinesemissile program is especially useful since North Korea
was involved in the DF-61 missile developmentprogram with China in the
mid-1970s.
Reports of the Nodonggive a range of 900 to 1,000kilometers with a payload of 800 to 1,000kilograms.3! Many reports also state that the range is
expectedto be increasedto 1,300kilometers with a one tonne payload.32
The most probable configuration for the Nodongmissile is that it uses a
cluster of four NKScud Mod-B enginesto generatesufficient thrust. There are
a number of factors that favor this configuration over one using a single, more
powerful engine.33
First, clustering engines is a standard configuration-both the Soviet
Union and China usedclusters of four enginesrelatively early in their missile
programs. The first such missiles were the Soviet R-12/SS-4(first tested in
1955 and deployedin 1957) and the Chinese DF-3/CSS-2(first successfully
tested in 1966 and deployedin 1971).34Since North Korea has a working
engine that it canproduceand is well tested, it is likely to use a missile design
based on that engine, especiallysince setting up production of a new engine
could take considerabletime and money.
Second,there are several technical reasons that favor clustering small
engines. For example,testing large enginesis considerablymore difficult and
expensive than testing smaller engines. In addition, experienceshows that
clustering enginesgreatly reducesthe mechanicalvibrations from the engines
since the vibrations of the individual engines tend to destructively interfere
with one another.35Thus the stresses and the structural demands on the
boosterare lower than if the missile used a single large engine.
Finally, building a single enginecapableof the range-payloadcombination
of the Nodongwould be a large extrapolation from their previous experience,
requiring an engine with thrust four times that of the Scudengine.
Severalsourceshave given rough dimensionsof the N odongmissile in the
range of 15 to 16 meters in length and 1.2 to 1.3 meters in diameter.36These
figures are almost certainly derived from remote imaging techniquesand are
therefore approximate.However,if the assumptionoffour clustered enginesis
correctwe would expectthe fuel tanks to hold four times as much fuel as the
Scud-B, or roughly37 12.4 cubic meters. For a diameter of 1.3 meters, the
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Figure 4: Relative sizes of the Mod-B, Mod-C, and Nodong missiles. The lengths are 11.25
meters, 12.55 meters, and roughly 15.5 meters, respectively. The diameters are 0.88 meters,
0.88 meters, and roughly 1.3 meters, respectively.

length of the propellant tanks would be 9.3 meters (plus some extra space
between and at the ends of the tanks). Assuming the length of the section containing the engine below the propellant tanks is the same as in the Scud-B
(two meters) and the section containing the guidance system and compressed
air capsules between the warhead and the propellent tanks is increased from
1.3 meters in the Scud-B to about two meters to accommodate the additional
air capsules required by the larger propellant tanks, one finds a booster length
of roughly 13.5 meters (where we have included 0.2 meters between and at the
ends of the propellant tanks). Further assuming that the warhead section is
two meters long (see appendix C) gives a total length of 15.5 meters, which
agrees well with the reported length (see figure 4).
We estimate the shape and the ballistic coefficient of the warhead by con-
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sidering the heating of the warhead during reentry (see appendix C). We
assume that, as with the Scud-B, the warhead does not have an ablative coating. A key assumption underlying our estimates of the heating and the accuracy is that the body of the Nodong will separate from the warhead before the
warhead reaches deep into the atmosphere. Even if the warhead is not
designed to separate, at 10 to 20 kilometers altitude the missile body would
likely disintegrate under the action of the atmospheric forces as almost always
occurred with aI-Hussein missiles during the Iran-Iraq War and the 1991 Gulf
War. Since the reentry speed of the full Nodong is much greater than that of
the aI-Hussein, the peak atmospheric forces on the Nodong will be roughly 70
percent larger, essentially assuring separation of the empty fuel tanks. As a
result, North Korea may have designed the warhead to separate from the body
before reentry since the process of breaking off the body can reduce the accuracy of the missile. Separating the warhead does not require sophisticated
technology although if not done carefully it can cause the warhead to tumble,
which will also degrade accuracy.
As discussed in appendix C, we estimate the ballistic coefficient of the
warhead to be roughly 36,000 to 48,000 N m-2 (750 to 1,000 Ib ft-2), since
larger values would lead to very high heating of the warhead as a result of the
high reentry speed of the Nodong.
Assuming the missile holds four times as much propellant as the Scud-B
gives a total propellant mass of 16 tonnes. We estimate a dry booster mass of
roughly 3,800 to 4,000 kilograms, which gives a fuel fraction of 0.80 to 0.81
(see appendix D for details). Figure 5 shows range-payload curves for two
models of the Nodong that use these masses, four clustered Scud engines, and
the same propellant and construction as assumed for the Mod-B and Mod-C
(see appendix A). These models give ranges of 915 to 965 kilometers for a one
tonne payload. Given the approximate nature of the information available,
this is in excellent agreement with reported values and suggests that a similar
model is the source of the intelligence estimates of the missile's range.

Extending the Nodong Range to 1,300 Kilometers'
As noted above, a number of sources report that the range of the Nodong will
be increased to 1,300 kilometers with a one tonne payload. We discuss here
how such a range extension might be achieved. A Saudi Arabian newspaper
has reported that North Korea plans to test this missile in southeastern
, Somesourcesrefer to this missile as the Nodong-2,although this name is usually
reservedfor a longer range missile that may be under development(seebelow). The
1,300kilometer-rangemissile would more appropriatelybe called the NodongMod-B.
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Figure5: Range-payload curves for models of the Nodong missile.The curves assumefour
Scud engines,a propellant mass of 16,(XX)
kilograms,a burn time of 70 seconds,a specific
impulse of 240 seconds, and a fuel fraction (propellant massdivided by the full booster mass
(including propellant» as given on the plot.

Iran.38 While North Korea denies such reports, the local geographyrestricts
where North Korea could test such a missile (seefigure 3) and may increase
its interest in using a foreign test site.
Figure 5 shows that part but not all of the 300 kilometer range increase
could result from reducingthe payload belowone tonne. However,we assume
here that in extendingthe range North Korea would attempt to keep the payload near one tonne to accommodatea potential future nuclear warhead.39
The main options for increasingthe range are:

.

.building
thrust,

a new engine or modifying the existing engine to give greater
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.lengthening the missile to increasethe amount of fuel, as was done to producethe Mod-C, and/or
.reducing

the structural weight of the missile.

We will argue that the third option is the most likely.
Achieving a 300 kilometer increasein range would require increasing the
thrust of the Scud engine by 10 to 15 percent, which is probably too great an
increase to achieve by modifying the existing engine. On the other hand, if
North Korea decided to design and build a new engine, it seemsunlikely it
would focuson sucha moderateincreasein performance.Moreover,a substantial redesignof the engine would likely require a substantial enoughredesign
of the missile that it would not be considereda modification of the Nodong.
Our calculations show that lengthening the missile and increasing the
amount of propellant by 25 percentwould only increasethe range of the missile by 100 to 150 kilometers, dependingon the amount of structural weight
added to the booster. Even a 50 percent increase in propellant would only
increasethe range by about 200kilometers.
On the other hand, it appears to be possible to extend the range by 300
kilometers while retaining a one tonne payload by reducing the structural
mass of the booster.We have assumed above that the Mod-B, Mod-C, and
Nodongmissile bodies were made of steel. It is known, however, that aluminum-magnesiumalloy was used for the missile bodies of the Chinese DF-3/
CSS-2 and DF-4/CSS-3missiles, which were developed in the 1960s.40If
North Korea had the capability to construct missiles out of a similar material,
it is possiblethey could reducethe structural mass of the boosterby roughly
one tonne (see appendix D). Range-payloadcurves calculated assuming fuel
fractions of 0.84 and 0.85 show that this reduction would increasethe range
by roughly 300 kilometers while retaining a one tonne payload(seefigure 5).
It is unclear whether there are indications that North Korea is actually
building a 1,300kilometer-rangemissile or whether it is a worst-caseanalysis
consideredby U.S. intelligence. Moreover, it not clear whether North Korea
couldbuild sucha missile, although the technical barriers do not seemparticularly large. While North Korea doesnot have a domesticairline industry that
would give it experiencein fabricating large bodies using aluminum alloys,
the techniques are standard and well-known. It could presumably receive
materials and technical assistancefrom a number of countries, including Iran.

Estimates of Nodong

Accuracy

It is likely that the Nodong'sinertial guidance system uses gyros and body-
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mounted accelerometers.The control system almost certainly uses graphite
vanes in the exhaust to divert the thrust, which is the method used in the
Scud-Bas well as early Chinesemissiles including the DF-3/CSS-2,which had
four clusteredengines.41
In estimating the accuracy of the Nodongwe assume it uses Scud guidance technology and we scale up the errors of the Mod-B, as described in
appendix B. As mentioned above,we assumethat the warhead will separate
from the missile body before it reacheslow altitudes. We conservativelyestimate that the CEP of the Nodong at 1,300 kilometers range will be 2,000 to
4,000meters (see appendixB). If the warhead tumbles or spirals significantly
during reentry the CEP may be considerablylarger. One sourcereports a figure of 2,000 meters for the NodongCEP;42we believe this figure is probably
too small. The total error for a missile has two main contributions: errors in
placing the missile on the proper ballistic trajectory at the end of boostphase
and errors from atmosphericbuffeting during reentry. If, as is likely, the reentry errors are the dominant contribution to the inaccuracy,then improving the
guidance system of the missile would do little to improve the CEP since the
guidance and control system only acts during the missile's boostphase and
can only reduce the first contribution above. Improving the accuracy would
instead require reducingthe reentry errors, which is difficult.

Missile Reliability
The reliability of North Korea's missiles may be questionable since the
expenseof conducting flight tests may limit its testing program and thus its
ability to achieveconfidencein the missile'sperformance.Moreover,someanalysts questionthe quality of workmanship on the missiles. Reports that North
Korean missiles provided to Iran in the past were defective suggestthat reliability has beena problem.43On the other hand, somekey components,such
as the engine, could be tested on the ground without requiring flight tests.
The reliability of the Nodongwould be expectedto be lower, perhaps significantly, than that of the Mod-B or Mod-C for a couple reasons.First, the
Nodongis larger and faster than previous missiles and is therefore subjected
to substantially higher stresses,which could lead to increasedstructural failures. Second,the presence of four engines instead of one will multiply the
probability of a propulsion failure. For example,if individual Scudenginesare
95 percent reliable, a cluster of four would be only (0.95)4= 81 percent reliable; if instead the individual enginesare 90 percentreliable, the reliability of
a cluster of four drops to 66 percent.
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THENEXTSTEP?
There are reports that North Korea is planning a Nodong-2 missile with a
1,500 to 2,000 kilometer range.44Such a range would require developing
either a considerablymore powerful enginethan the Scud-Bengine, or multistaging. Both methods have precedents.The Chinese DF-3/CSS-2missile,
which was first flown in late 1966,is a single-stagemissile with four clustered
engines that produce enoughthrust to achievea reported range of 2,800 kilometers with a two tonne payload.The first Chinesetwo-stagemissile, the DF4/CSS-3(first tested in 1970),usedthe DF-3 as the first stage and a single DF3 engineto powerthe secondstage.45Both methodsof extendingthe range are
technically demanding,and the time required for North Korea to accomplish
them dependslargely on what foreign assistanceit is able to get.
To understand the extent to which multi-staging could increasethe range
of a missile that still used Scudengines,we considera simple model of a twostagemissile that usesthe Nodongas the first stageand a variant of the ModB as the secondstage. Optimizing the size of the secondstage for a Nodong
first stage gives a secondstage mass roughly equal to the mass of the Mod-B.
Thus, we take the second stage to be essentially a Mod-B with the fins
removed.This configurationleads to a range of 1,750 to 1,800kilometers for a
1,000 kilogram payload.46We emphasize that this estimate is crude and
should be consideredonly as suggestive.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Several important conclusionsfollow from our analysis:
First, it is possible to build a missile capable of flying 1,000 kilometers
with a one tonne warhead using Scud technologythat North Korea is known
to produce.As a result, reports of the Nodong'sdevelopmentappearto be technically credible. On the other hand, the current state of North Korean industrial capabilities has led to some skepticism that it could produce such
missiles.47
Second,it appears feasible in principle to further increase the Nodong
range to around 1,300kilometers with a one tonne warhead by constructing
the missile body from high-strength aluminum. We have no evidence, however, to suggestwhether this is actually being done or whether reports of such
a developmentrepresenta worst-caseanalysis by U.S. intelligence analysts.
If both the 1,000 and 1,300 kilometer-range missiles are based on Scud
technology,their existencewould not imply a breakthrough in North Korean
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missile technology.
Third, the Nodong missile is essentially the longest range missile that
North Korea could build with its existing level of missile technology.Further
range increases would require steps such as building a considerably more
powerful engine or using multiple stages-both of which are technically more
demandingthan using existing componentsto build the Nodong.Thus, future
range increasesmay occur relatively more slowly than in the past five years.
However,the technical issues involved in both approachesare widely understood and the time required for North Korea to master them if it is interested
in doing so dependslargely on what foreign assistanceit can get.
Fourth, the accuracy of the Nodongis expectedto be several kilometers
and reducing this figure significantly would be very demanding. For example,
if the errors are dominated by reentry errors rather than guidanceand control
errors, as appearslikely, improving the guidance system of the missile would
have little effect on the accuracy.With such poor accuracythe N odongwould
not be a militarily significant weaponif equippedwith a conventionalor chemical warhead but could be an effective terror weapon.Its ability to carry a one
tonne payload could make it a more significant threat in the future if North
Korea or Iran developa deliverable nuclear weapon.However,even if armed
with a nuclear warhead its accuracyis so low that it still could not be used
against military point targets.
Finally, while some key missile components could be tested without
requiring flight tests, the overall reliability of the missiles may be low since it
would be expensive for North Korea to carry out an extensive flight testing
program. An emerging nuclear state may be reluctant to trust such a missile
to deliver one of its few nuclearweapons.

Implications

for Tactical

Missile Defense

The possibility that a missile such as the Nodongcould be operational in the
near future is already haVingimportant ramifications in number of countries,
especially Japan and Israel. In particular, it has played a role in the debate
over theater missile defensein both countries.48
The prospects for effective missile defense against such a missile using
endo-atmosphericmissile defensesappear poor for several reasons,which we
discussbelow. High altitude interceptors, such as THAAD, would face other
problems,in particular decoysand debris clouds. THAAD is currently in early
stages of development;while "operational prototypes" may exist in the late
1990s,current schedulesdo not call for a fully operational systemuntil 2001.
The intrinsic inaccuracy of the Nodong makes it a perfect candidate for
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someof the countermeasuresthat worked successfully(albeit unintentionally)
against the Patriot anti-missile system during the Gulf War.49The Nodong's
inaccuracy results largely from unpredictable motions of its warhead caused
by atmospheric forces during reentry. These motions place high demandson
an interceptor since it must be able to generateextremely high lateral accelerations in order to changedirections quickly enoughto reorient toward the new
position of the warhead and intercept it. The sameprinciple was used by the
United States in developingits "evading MaRY," which was designedin the
1970sto evade Soviet missile defenses.50
The low accuracy of the Nodongis
evidence that it experiencesstrong atmospheric forces and severe buffeting.
Theseforcescould evenbe increasedby intentionally adding a small asymmetry to the warhead (similar to the bent nose of the U.S. MaRY). The accuracy
of the Nodongis low enoughthat the additional inaccuracycausedby such a
measurewould beunimportant.
Moreover,increasing the speedof the incoming warhead would increase
its lateral accelerationsand further increasethe demandson a defensivesystem. Thus a secondobviouscountermeasurewould be to increasethe ballistic
coefficientof the warhead to increaseits reentry speed.51Such an increasecan
be achieved simply by changing the shape of the warhead. The resulting
increased heating of the warhead would probably require an ablative heat
shield to be added(seeappendixB). Adding an ablative layer is not technically
difficult if one is willing to acceptsome degradationin accuracythat would
result from asymmetric ablation. If the goalis to evadedefenses,asymmetric
ablation may be a benefit since it would make the reentry forces even more
variable with time and thus make the warhead'spath evenless predictable.
Achieving even moderateintercept rates against such a missile would be
extremely demanding and the costs of developing such a system must be
weighed against the potential role they could play in reducing casualties and
damage.Missiles with conventionaland evenchemicalwarheadsare unlikely
to cause high casualty rates against adequatelyprepared populations, unless
they are usedin very large numbers.52As seenin the Gulf War, measuressuch
as adequatewarning of attack and reinforcedconcreteconstructioncan playa
major role in protecting the population.53On the other hand, any leakage rate
of the defensivesystemlow enoughto be acceptableagainst nuclear weapons
is probably unattainable. Even if the attacker had only a few nuclear warheadsit could launch a barrage of conventionaland nuclear armed missiles to
overwhelmthe defense.
Thus missile defensesdo not offer a solution in the near term to the problem of the developmentand potential use of missiles by North Korea or Iran.
Other solutions should be explored and must be evaluated in terms of their
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feasibility, likely effectiveness, and cost. While diplomatic approaches to
reducing these problems are extremely difficult and will likely have mixed
success, countries must be careful not to let a focus on missile defenses distract them from addressing the underlying issues motivating these states.

APPENDIX A: TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE NKSCUD MOD-A,

B, AND C

MISSILES
The Soviet R-17/SS-lc"Scud-B"missile is 11.25meters long, 0.88 meters in diameter,
and has a launch weight of 6.37 tonnes when equippedwith a 985 kilogram payload.54
It is fueled by four tonnes of unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) with inhibited red fuming nitric acid (lRFNA) as an oxidize~ and uses fuel pumps to move the
fuel to the engines.The optimum mass ratio of oxidizer to fuel for this combinationis
roughly three and the volume ratio is 1.5;56however,the actual ratios used by the missile appear to be closerto 3.6 and 1.8.57The latter values give a propellant volume of
3.1 cubicmeters.
Below the warhead sectionis a compartmentcontaining the guidance systemand
a secondcompartmentcontaining several canistersof compressedgas that is used to
displacethe fuel and oxidizer from their tanks. The Scudis believed to use simple inertial guidance with three gyroscopesand body-mountedaccelerometers,and has four
graphite diverter vanes in the exhaustto control the flight path during boostphase.
With four tonnesof propellant the fuel fraction (the propellant massdivided by the
total massof the boosterwithout the payload)is 0.74. Assuming a bum time of 70 seconds and a specificimpulse of 230secondsgivesa thrust of 129,000newtons.58We calculate that this configuration (with a 985 kilogram payload) will have a maximum
range of 290 to 300 kilometers, which is roughly the quoted range of the Scud-Band
the NKScud Mod-A. Figure 1 showsthe variation of range with payload for this missile
assuminga specificimpulse of 230and 240seconds.
We estimate the masses of various componentsof the missile as follows. We
assumethat the walls are madeof two to three millimeter thick steel,which has a density of 7,800 kg m-3 and thus an area density of about 20 kg m-2. The outer surface
area of the boosteris roughly 25 m2, giving a mass of 500 kilograms. The ends of the
fuel tanks and guidance compartmentplus the fuel feed pipe would add roughly 125
kilograms. The fins consistof two sheetsof steelenclosinga lattice of supportsplus the
vanes for steering and the mechanismfor controlling them. Eachfin has a surfacearea
of about one square meter and we estimate their mass at 40 kilograms each. We
assumeroughly 100kilograms for the guidancesystem,50 kilograms for the air canisters, and 200 kilograms for the engine, fuel pump, and related plumbing. Given the
reported dry massof the boosterof 1,385kilograms,this leaves roughly 250kilograms
for structural supports,etc.
We assumehere that the NKScud Mod-Cis essentiallythe same configuration as
the Iraqi aI-Husseinmissile. The aI-Husseinis said to have beenproduced from the
Soviet Scud-B by lengthening the fuel tanks by 1.3 meters59to achieve a 25 percent
increasein fuel. Assuming,as above,that the missile bodyis made of two to three millimeters thick steel and that some supports would be added,this extension would
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increase the booster mass by roughly 100 kilograms. Since the propellant mass would
increase to 5,000 kilograms, the booster mass (without payload) would be 6,500 kilograms, with a fuel fraction of 0.77. Range-payload curves for this model are shown in
figure 2 assuming a specific impulse of 230 and 240 seconds.

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING MISSILE ACCURACY
We estimate the accuracy of the Mod-C and Nodong missiles by scaling the errors
reported for the Mod-B to the longer ranges and higher reentry speeds. For this calculation, we consider a Nodong with a 1,300 kilometer range.
The reported values for the circular error probable (CEP) of the Mod-B (and the
Soviet Scud-B) ranges from 450 to 1,000 meter at 300 kilometer range. For our calculation we assume a value of 750 meter, which is in the middle of this range. The CEP is
related to the dispersion in impact location by:
CEP = 0.59 (DR + DXR)

(B-1)

where DR and DXRare the average dispersions in the range and crossrange directions.
Assuming DR = DXR= DB, we find DB = 640 m for the Mod-B.
The total dispersion of a missile results from two principle contributions: (1) guidance and control (G&C) errors, which lead to small errors in the missile velocity and
orientation at booster burnout and (2) reentry errors. Since we do not know the relative
size of these two contributions for the Mod-B, we consider three cases: one in which the
two contributions are equal, one in which dispersions resulting from reentry errors
dominate, and one in which dispersions resulting from G&C errors dominate. In the
second two cases, we assume that the dominant error leads to dispersions three times
as large as the contribution arising from the other error. We also assume that reentry
errors and G&C errors are independent of one another so that the total dispersion is
given by the square root of the sum of the squares of the component dispersions:
D = J (D(R» 2+ (D(GC» 2

(B-2)

where D<R)and D(GC)are the reentry and G&C dispersions, respectively.
These assumptions allow us to calculate D(R) and D(GC)for the Mod-B for each of
the three cases. We then scale each of these dispersions separately to values appropriate to the Mod-C or Nodong and combine the resulting values to produce an estimate of
the new total dispersion.

Guidance

and Control Dispersions

We assume here that the guidance technologies used in the Mod-C and Nodong are
essentially the same as in the Mod-B. To scale the guidance and control errors, we calculate the sensitivity of the missile's range to small changes in the vertical and horizontal components of the burnout velocity. These sensitivities, aRIiJVv and aRIiJVh, can
be calculated from the trajectory equations.GOWe then use the values of these sensitiv-
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ities appropriate to the Mod-B to determine the uncertainty in the components of the
Mod-B's burnout velocity, oVv and OVh,that leads to the assumed G&C dispersions for
the Mod-B:
)2+
2
(B-3)
D(GC) = oV~ ldY:) + l~)

(~ )

~dR~2-(dR~~

where we have assumed oVv = oVh S oV:Assuming that the guidance system will give
uncertainties in the burnout velocity of roughly this same size for the Mod-C and
Nodong, we can calculate the G&C dispersions for these missiles using equation (B-3)
with values for the sensitivities appropriate to these missiles. Since the burnout speed
of the Nodong is much greater than that of the Mod-B, oV for the Nodong may in reality be greater than that of the Mod-B. On the other hand, improvements in the guidance and control system will reduce oV: Nonetheless, the method outlined above will
give a rough estimate of the G&C errors for the Mod-C and Nodong.61 The values for
the three cases are given in table B-1.

Reentry Dispersions
Reentry dispersions result from aerodynamic forces acting on the warhead and have a
number of causes, including variations in atmospheric wind and density and a number
of "lift effects" that produce lateral forces on the reentering missile. For simple missiles
such as the Mod-B and Nodong the lift effects will dominate. The dispersions will
result from net lateral forces that are not averaged out during reentry.
The lift force experienced by a body travelling at speed V in an atmospheric density p is given by:

1

FLIFT = 2CLApy2

(B-4)

where CL is the lift coefficient, and A is the cross-sectional area of the warhead transverse to its direction of motion. Thus lift forces will be greatest for missiles travelling
at high speeds, especially those with large values of ballistic coefficient (13)since they
will experience relatively low drag and will have large speeds low in the atmosphere
where p is large. Lift forces can have a number of causes, including asymmetries in the
reentry vehicle and a misalignment between the direction of motion and the axis of the
reentry vehicle (a non-zero angle of attack). In general, the lift force will fluctuate in
magnitude and direction during reentry; some of these fluctuations will tend to average out, especially if the warhead is spinning, but the net, non-averaged lift forces will
lead to unpredictable lateral motions of the warhead.62 We estimate the effect of these
net forces in two ways, described below.
The first method we use to estimate reentry dispersions assumes that the magnitude and the direction of the lift force are constant throughout reentry.63 To chose the
magnitude OfCL' we calculate the trajectory of the Mod-B in the presence of such a lift
force and pick CL to give the v~ue D(R)assumed for the Mod-B. To estimate the lift
effects on a different missile, we then calculate the trajectory of that missile in the
presence of a net lift force using the same value of CLo
The second method assumes that the lift force varies randomly in magnitude and
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Table 8-1: Estimated CEPsfor the Mod-C and Nodong missiles.0
Missile

D(GC)

D(R)

CEP

meters

meters

meters

Mod-B

~

200

750

Mod-C (with body)

820

260

1,00)

Mod-C (warhead only)

820

720

1,300

Nodong (low 13)

1A30

1210

2,200

Nodong (high 13)

1A30

1,00)

2,100

Mod-B

450

450

750

Mod-C (with body)

620

580

1,000

Mod-C (warhead only)

620

1,590

2,000

Nodong (low 13)

1,100

2,840

3,600

Nodong (high 13)

1,100

2,350

3,100

Mod-B

200

~

Mod-C (with body)

270

780

Mod-C (warhead only)

270

2,180

2,~

Nodong (low 13)

480

3,900

4,~

Nodong (high 13)

480

3280

3,900

a.

750
1,00)

These tables HsIestimates for the guidance and control (G&C) ~
000 reentry dispe($ions and the CEPs for the
NKScud Mod-G and Nodong mlssaes,calculated as described n the text. 100 calculat1ons assume a CEP of 750 meters
for the NKScud Mod-B missile and the three cases correspond to different assumptions OOout how the totol dlspefsjons
of the Mod-B are divided between G&C and reentry dlspefsjons. (The Mod-B Is assumed to have II = 192.!XXJN m-2
(4.!XXJb ft-2». DIspefsjons are calcooted for four missilecon~ratlons:
(1) a Mod-G n ~h
the missile remak"lS ntact
fhrouglOUl reentry (II = 17B.!XXJ
N m-2 (3,700 b ft-2». (2) a Mod-G n ~h
the missile body Is assumed to separate and
only the warhead reenten <II= 55.!XXJN m-2 (1,150 b ft-2», (3) a 1.300 kHometer-range Nodong missile with II = 36.!XXJN
m-2 (750 b ft-2), and (4) a 1.300 kioo\eter-range Nodong missile with II = 48.!XXJN m-2 (1.!XXJ b ft-2). VcMuesof disperQ)S are rounded to the nearest 10 meters and CEPsae rounded to the neaest 100 meters. If the actua CEP of the
Mod-B Is larger or smaler than 750 meten. the estimates of the CEPs for the other missiles wiU Increase or decrease
accordingly. These figures assume that the bo<ies remain roultllY aerodynamlcaty ~
during reentry; tumbling or
pronounced spiraling of the warhead. or the presence of pieces of the missile body attached to the wahead, can
lead to larger Kft forces and sI\7)iflcOnt1ylarger dispersions.
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direction throughout reentry 80 that the resulting dispersion is an average of this fluctuating force over the trajectory of the missile. Specifically, we calculated the trajectory
in the presence of a lift force acting in the plane of the trajectory, with the magnitude of
the force multiplied by a number between -1 and 1 that changed randomly with each
step of the numerical integration (every 0.1 seconds). An average dispersion was then
calculated by averaging over 2,000 runs. We calculated the trajectory of the Mod-B in
the presence of this fluctuating force and chose the magnitude ofCL to give the average
dispersion equal to the value of n(R) assumed for the Mod-B. This same value of CL,
again weighted by a random number, was then used to calculate trajectories of the
Mod-C and Nodong, with an average dispersion calculated by averaging over 2,000
such runs in each case.
These two methods give results that are within several percent of each other in
most cases, although in some cases they differ by 10 to 15 percent. The values for reentry dispersions in table B-1 are the average of the results of the two methods.
Having calculated the reentry and G&C dispersions for the Mod-C and Nodong we
can calculate a total dispersion using equation (B-2), and a CEP using equation (B-1)
(assuming that the crossrange dispersion will roughly equal the range dispersion we
have calculated). These CEPs are listed in table B-1.
For these calculations, we assume that the Mod-B has a 13of 192,000 N m-2 (4,000
lb ft-2).(which assumes a drag coefficient of 0.2). For the Mod-C, we calculate the CEP
for two cases: (1) the missile remains intact and the missile body does not separate
from the warhead, which gives 13= 178,000 N m-2 (3,700 lb ft-2), and (2) the body separates from the warhead, giving 13= 55,000 N m-2 (1,150 lb ft-2) for the warhead (both
values assume a drag coefficient of 0.2). As explained in appendix C, we assume the
Nodong warhead will separate from the missile body and calculate the CEP for the two
cases 13= 36,000 N m-2 (750 lb ft-2) and 48,000 N m-2 (1,000 lb ft-2).
One way to reduce the reentry errors somewhat would be to increase the ballistic
coefficient of the warhead to increase its reentry speed.64Significantly increasing the
reentry speed, however, would greatly increase the atmospheric heating of the reentry
vehicle and would almost certainly require adding an ablative coating to the reentry
vehicle in order to allow it to withstand the greater heating. We assume that the
Nodong currently does not have such a coating. Adding a simple ablative coating may
not be technically demanding. However, such a coating must ablate smoothly and uniformly or the ablation process will give rise to large lateral forces that will tend to offset the gains in accuracy from the increased speed, and developing an advanced
ablative coating of this kind is very demanding.55 Thus even using such measures
would not decrease the CEP enough to make the Nodong a militarily significant
weapon with a conventional warhead.
Finally, we note that the estimates of CEPs listed in table B-1 assume that the
axis of the warhead remains roughly aligned with its velocity during reentry. In that
sense these estimates are best-case estimates. If the warhead is not well aligned during reentry so that it undergoes pronounced spiraling, or tumbles, or if it experiences
large lift forces from pieces of the missile body that remain attached after the body
breaks off, the resulting dispersions can be much larger than those listed in the table.
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APPENDIX C: ESTIMATING THE BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT AND LENGTH
OF THE NODONG WARHEAD
The heating of a reentering warhead
reentry speed of the warhead:

QL ~ /3o.5~

increases

with the ballistic

coefficient

QT ~ /3o.Sy2g48

and the

(C-l)

where QL and QT are the total heat absorbed during reentry assuming the boundary
layer of air flowing past the warhead is laminar and turbulent, respectively; /3is the
ballistic coefficient of the warhead; and VE is its reentry speed at high altitudes.66Below we use the expression for QT since the boundary layer is almost certainly turbulent
in the regions of greatest heating (although for the values of interest both equations
give similar results).
We use this equation to compare the heat absorbed by the Nodong to that absorbed
by the aI-Hussein missile, under the assumption that the aI-Hussein was designed to
withstand the reentry heating in the case in which the missile body remains attached
to the warhead during reentry. Using /3= 178,000 N m-2 (3,700 Ib ft-2) and V E = 1,700
m sec-l for the al-Hussein67 and /3 = 36,000 to 48,000 N m-2 (750 to 1,000 Ib ft-2) and
VE = 3100 m sec-l for the Nodong, we calculate that the heating of the Nodong is 20 to
50 percent greater than that of the al-Hussein.A value of/3 = 72,000 N m-2 (1,500 Ib ft2) for the Nodong gives an absorbed heat of over twice that of the aI-Hussein. We therefore take the ballistic coefficient of the Nodong to lie in the lower range of values.
As noted in the text, we assume that the Nodong warhead separates from the missile body before it reaches low altitudes where most of the atmospheric drag and heating occur, so that the mass of the reentering body is 1,000 kilograms. Values of /3in the
range 36,000 to 48,000 N m-2 (750 to 1,000 Ib ft-2) for a warhead with this mass and a
base diameter of 1.3 meters correspond to values of the drag coefficient68 of 0.15 to 0.2.
The drag coefficient can be related to the shape of the warhead using simple equations;69 these relations give a warhead length of roughly two meters.

APPENDIX D: ESTIMATING THE BOOSTER MASS FOR THE NODONG
We use our estimates of the mass breakdown of the Mod-B in appendix A to estimate
the booster mass for the Nodong as follows. Since the weight of the propellant and the
atmospheric forces on the booster will be greater than on the Mod-B, we assume that
the body is made from a heavier gauge steel. We therefore assume three to four millimeters of steel sheet metal with a mass per area of27 kg m-2. Using a booster length of
13.5 meters and including the mass of the outside walls of the booster, the ends of the
propellant tanks and guidance compartment, and the fuel feed pipe, we calculate a
mass of roughly 1,800 kilograms. Since both the length and diameter of the missile are
larger than the Mod-B missile by about 50 percent, we assume the fins are also scaled
up by this factor, which gives a mass of roughly 100 kilograms for each. We assume 800
kilograms for the four engines plus associated pumps and plumbing, 100 kilograms for
the guidance package, and 200 kilograms for the air canisters. Scaling up the mass of
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the structural supports,etc., from the Mod-B gives 500 to 700 kilograms, which leads
to a total dry boostermass of roughly 3,800 to 4,000 kilograms. This mass estimate
leads to a fuel fraction of 0.80 to 0.81.
To estimate how much the missile'smasscould be reducedby making the body out
of aluminum, which has a density of 2,700kg m-3, rather than steel, we assumethe
skin, fins, and someof the structural supportsare made of aluminum. We assumethat
the skin is four to five millimeters thick aluminum sheet,having a density of roughly
12 kg m-2,and that the numberof structural supportsmay needto be increased.Using
these assumptionsthe mass reduction might be 1,000to 1,200kilograms. For our calculations we assumea boostermass of 2,800 to 3,000 kilograms, which gives a fuel
fraction of 0.84 to 0.85.
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